Good Life China (GLCC) Acquires Entervision, LLC and majority position in Innovation
BEIJING, Jan. 26- Good Life China Corporation http://www.goodlifechina.com/ (GLCC) is
pleased to announce that it has acquired a majority controlling interest of Entervision, LLC.
Entervision LLC controls Innovation Investment Company (China) http://www.ydwtz.com/
(Innovation) and http://www.ydwtz.com/html/ysfm/ysfc.html
Innovation is a private school - early education company in China. The company has assets of
about 6 million dollars USD and revenues in the 4 million USD range. Most of Innovation assets
are real estate or hard asset based. Innovation method is characterized by an emphasis on selfdirected activity on the part of the child and clinical observation on the part of the teacher. It
stresses the importance of adapting the child's learning environment to his or her developmental
level, and of the role of physical activity in absorbing abstract concepts and practical skills.
Entervision, LLC is a pre public company (quoted on gray sheets ETVS).
Mr.Yang a spokesman for Good Life China said “We were approached by Innovation for
guidance and assistance in going public and through solicitation (non conflict of interest) for
appointment of some of our existing directors and board members. At present our role is that of a
financier (convertible debt) and a consultant role through the expertise of our Secretary through
our North American office. Our corporate advisors began looking for the current market maker
for Entervision, in preparation of the 15c211 application; so to enable ETVS to become a full
pink sheet company.
We foresee Entervision LLC adding value in terms of assets and revenues to our holdings which
by all accounts should flow through to our shareholders and our share price. We see Entervision
remaining an operating subsidiary of Good Life China. We continue negotiations with both a
completely separate publicly traded entity for the purchase of our controlling block of Stuart
Packaging www.stuart.ca and a split off of our logistics division.”
Good Life China Secretary Mr.Garr Winters said “We have been repeatedly asked by our
shareholders as to why the outstanding share structure has increased. Simply, Good Life China
has acquired many assets such as this one, plus interest in Stuart and many other ventures and
expansions not yet announced. These are not inexpensive projects. These are real companies
with real hard assets and real revenues. In discussing the game plan with the principals of Good
Life China the CEO Ms.Jia and the GLCC board remain optimistic and convinced that growth
through acquisitions of already established companies coupled with organic growth of Good Life
China is the best course for the company at this time. The current economic climate has created a
boom of acquisition opportunities. My recommendations to the company are that, should these
acquisitions and growths not be recognized by the markets in the value of GLCC share price than
the Good Life management must consider to pay out in part or in whole the proceeds of these
acquisitions to its long term shareholder base in a form of a special onetime dividend. I’m
pleased to report that my dividend proposal was well received in China and that the upper
management has agreed that this will be one of the options implemented soon along with others
as the company addresses its share price and values”

Safe Harbor statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Certain
forward information contained in this release contains forward-looking statements that involve
risk and uncertainties, including but not limited to, those relating to development and expansion
activities, domestic and global conditions, and market competition.
Get the Facts Right. The issuer works hard to continue to keep our shareholders informed, and
news is updated frequently via Press Releases, Pink Sheet http://www.pinksheets.com/ filings,
and updates to our websites. Other websites not sponsored, or recognized by the Company may
provide misleading or disinformation to investors in order to manipulate trading patterns for a
given stock. Always look for original content from trusted sources, rather than relying on
'excerpts' or discussion boards that may not give you the whole story. The Securities and
Exchange Commission requires financial institutions or brokerage firms to provide their clients
with documentation, describing the risks of investing in penny stocks.
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